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solidarity!

Blind to Syria?
• Why the Syrian revolution matters to the world workers’
movement
• How and why Putin is drawing together the many racist
and chauvinist forces in the West
• How an alliance of some of the most racist and
chauvinist forces supports Assad
• Why some socialists are tending to get drawn into this
right wing web

Introduction
We have to combine the drive to “do something”,
the drive to change the world, with an equal drive to
understand the world. Otherwise, we just end up running up
one blind alley after another.
During the 1930s and onward, Stalinism came to
dominate the socialist movement. That was inevitable, given
the bureaucratic domination of the Soviet Union, as
represented by Stalin. Not only did Stalinism dominate the
socialist movement organizationally, it also did so
politically; it was responsible for a total perversion of the
ideas of revolutionary socialism, of Marxism. It was left to
Trotsky and a small group around him to fight for the real
ideas of Marxism. Although they remained in a small
minority, the task of continuing the real traditions of
Marxism for future generations to learn from and utilize
was a vital one.
Today, despite the fact that the bureaucracy upon
which Stalinism was based is gone, many of the basic ideas
of Stalinism still remain and are influential. As we explain
in this pamphlet, they have become just as pervasive but
even more damaging. Even many of those who consider
themselves to be supporters of the ideas of Trotsky have
been influenced by these false methods. For example, they
(maybe unconsciously) discount the very idea that there is a
class struggle in Syria, and that our task is to support the
working class – international working class solidarity, in
other words.
This situation may continue for some time, and
might get even worse. It is very possible that it will take
giant and even stunning events to shake up and transform
it. But exactly such shocks are inherent in the present
world situation.
Meanwhile, we can - we must - continue to
struggle to apply the Marxist method to the present crisis
– a crisis not only in capitalism but in the socialist
movement. That method starts with struggling to
understand the nature of this situation and how we got
here, based on understanding actual concrete events.
We hope that this pamphlet makes a contribution
to that task.
We also hope that this pamphlet can help the
movement take a practical first step: In the context of the
attacks on immigrant rights, we should be fighting for the
US to admit the Syrians who are refugees from the brutal
attacks of Assad and company, as well as from the attacks
of the Islamic fundamentalists.
The “Holy Alliance” then and now
In September of 1814, the monarchist powers of
Russia, Prussia and Austria met to draw up a plan to
contain the spread of “liberalism” and revolution in
Europe. It was called the “Holy Alliance”. Two hundred
years later, (May, 2014) the Putin regime called a
conference explicitly for similar goals. All the far right
forces of Europe gathered to discuss, among other things,
how to “save Europe from liberalism and the 'satanic' gay
lobby.”1 This was followed by more public conferences,
1Shekhovtsov, Anton, “Russia and the Western Far Right”,
p. 199.

including one organized by the Center for National Glory of
Russia that included the World Council of Families, a
“family values” group.
Just as with the “Holy Alliance”, a new force is
being organized to halt and reverse the spread of secular and
liberal ideas. The difference is that the Holy Alliance was
aimed at halting the spread of anti-feudal ideas that were the
ideological basis for the conquest of capitalism over
feudalism. The present “holy alliance” - led by Putin just as
the Russian Tsar led the previous one – is aimed at
furthering the interests of Russian capitalism/imperialism,
again through the spread of the most reactionary ideas –
racism, religious bigotry, and chauvinism.
How did we get from the Russian Revolution to
here, and where is it headed? And why is it that a wide layer
of the “left” has found itself on the same side as this new
holy alliance on some key issues?
Today, when the present US president is (rightly)
accused of the closest ties to the Russian mafia2, and when
tensions increase between US and Russian imperialism, and
when both forces are involved in a war aimed at propping
up a brutal dictator – Assad... Today those questions are
more important than ever.
Russia: Capitalism makes a comeback!
The Russian Revolution of 1917 was a massive step forward
for and gave hope to the exploited and the downtrodden all
around the world. However, isolated and starved, the
revolution degenerated and a
corrupt and repressive
bureaucracy took the place of
the working class. Not only did
this bureaucracy, led by Stalin,
repress the Russian working
class; it also completely
corrupted the ideas upon which
the revolution was founded, the
*

Top: The Holy Alliance in 1814.
Bottom: Similar forces are being
born today.

ideas of Marxism. It was the
first step in a counterrevolution, a prolonged process
that was finally completed in
1989-91, when capitalism was
restored in the Soviet Union.
The process of the
restoration of capitalism in
some ways resembled the rise
of capitalism in the United
States some 100 years earlier.
In the US, the “Robber Barons”
ran roughshod over all of
society. They bought and sold
politicians like a day trader
buys and sells stocks. They

2 See: https://oaklandsocialist.com/2017/04/04/mobster-inchief-donald-trump-life-imitates-art/ and SF Chronicle
3/9/2018
* For more on this, see:
https://oaklandsocialist.com/2017/10/20/the-russianrevolution-turns-100/

hired their own private goon squads not only to repress
gangsters and extorting bribes from large businesses’.”3
workers but also to fight their capitalist rivals.
Putin, himself, has been and remains intimately
The restoration of
involved in this mad scramble for riches,
capitalism in Russia was similar, but
as the “Panama Papers” reveals.
with key differences: In the 1890s,
Operating mainly through two of his
capitalism was just coming into its
closest associates, his personal banker
heyday; it was building massive
Yuri Kovalchuk and his close “friend”
forces of production, like a steel
Sergei Roldugin, he has squirreled away
industry and railroads. 100 years
billions of dollars in Panama and similar
later, beset by its own irresolvable
havens. In 2012 it was estimated that
internal contradictions, capitalism
Putin's personal wealth was $40 bn.4
was in crisis. Due to declining rates
While he was a “business man”,
of profit from actual production,
using his state power to amass massive
The American “robber barons”; similar types
capitalists were increasingly engaged built Russian capitalism.
personal wealth, Putin was also a man of
in simple speculation, including
the “siloviki” - what might be called the
speculation on stocks and on real
Russian military-industrial/state police
estate.
apparatus. Coming from the former KGB, from the time
The capitalist restoration in Russia was a wild and
Putin came to power (2000) until 2008, the percentage of
chaotic process. Top Communist Party officials used their
top government officials that were siloviki went from 17.4%
positions to scoop up state-owned companies at a song.
to 31.5%.5
There was massive corruption, pauperization of the masses
At the same time, he used his position to ensure
to an unheard of degree, and the rise of a mafia state. US
that none of the other oligarchs could challenge him,
capitalism encouraged this process from start to finish.
arresting and prosecuting one oligarch after another if they
There was another key difference in the two eras:
challenged him on one policy or another.
The rise of US capitalism came about in conjunction with
and was an inherent part of the rise of the modern nation
Other threats to the Putin regime
states. In fact, it was capitalism that created the nation
Aside from the rival Russian capitalists/oligarchs,
states, including the United States. Now, capitalism in some
Putin also faced a series of other challenges:
ways is destroying the nation states, but it cannot create
• From 2003 to 2005 there were a series of “flower”
anything to replace them. Just like the chaos and confusion
revolts in former Soviet republics. These included
created by the return to capitalism in Russia, as we will see
the 2003 “Rose Revolution” in Georgia, the 2004
this vast weakening of the nation states is creating
“Orange Revolution” in Ukraine, and the 2005
something similar on a world scale.
“Tulip Revolution” in Kyrgyzstan. In addition to
showing the popular dissatisfaction with similar
Vladimir Putin
conditions to those in Russia, these represented a
Putin faced a fragmented social and political
threat from US imperialism to further surround
system when he took office in 2000. The party that had
Russia militarily.
ruled the Soviet Union for nearly 100 years – the
• The economic sanctions imposed on Russia after
Communist Party – had collapsed. At least under that rule,
the 2014 Russian annexation of Crimea led Putin to
the party had held society together. Now, it was every dog –
seek allies outside Western European mainstream
or more exactly, every corrupt capitalist oligarch – for
politics.
himself (and it was nearly all men). Putin came from the
• In 2009, there were a series of wide scale protests
security apparatus – the KGB – but as the mayor of St.
against the repression in Russia. The world
Petersburg he also oversaw the wild privatization and
capitalist economic crisis had also affected Russia,
“mafia-zation” of Russia.
so these protests added to the potential of revolt
An article in the London Review of Books
from below.
describes the situation even as late as 2012: “If there is a
• In 2011, there was the Arab Spring. Putin saw
vertical in Putin’s Russia, it is a vertical of impunity. If you
these revolts against repression and neoliberal
are an officer in the FSB moonlighting as a hired hitman
economic policies as possibly being replicated in
you can kill someone and nothing will happen.... ‘Putin’s
Russia.
system of loyalty is highly dependent on the ability of his
From all of these developments, Putin concluded
army of bureaucrats to embezzle and take bribes,’ says the
that a centralized state, with a serious base in society was
editor of the Moscow Times, quoted by Harding....
necessary. He also concluded that it was necessary to
...The Kremlin is ‘a private-sector money-making
systematize the up until then sporadic and individual
business in which stealing is a pathological habit’, standing
at the head of ‘a dysfunctional political system … in which
3https://www.lrb.co.uk/v34/n01/stephen-holmes/
it is often hard to distinguish between the activities of
fragments-of-a-defunct-state
government and organised crime’. The FSB is described as
4https://www.theguardian.com/news/2016/apr/03/
panama-papers-money-hidden-offshore
‘in essence, a criminal organisation, offering protection to

4

5 Shekhovtsov, op. Cit. p. 73

attempts to link up with various forces throughout Europe
He therefore embarked on two major initiatives:
Early Russian Links with the Western
European far right
Up until that time, the links with the European far
right – the various chauvinist and racist forces, including
outright fascists, throughout Western Europe – had been
made on a more or less individual basis. Even under
Gorbachev those links started to be made, first and foremost
by the homegrown Russian fascist Aleksander Dugin, who
had traveled to France, Spain and Italy to meet with various
fascists and other far right ideologues. A similar role was
played by Vladimir Zhirinovsky. Among other things, they
both advocated that Europe and Russia should unite as
imperial powers against US imperialism.
Dugin organized a series of conferences attended
by a “who's who” of the European racist, chauvinist far
right. There was, for example, the 2006 conference he
organized called “The future of the White World,” attended
by the French fascist group Land and People, Enrique
Ravello, a Spanish representative of that group, and David
Duke, former Grand Wizard of the Ku Klux Klan.6

Dugin with former KKK leader David Duke
Such conferences were marginal, however, because
at that time Putin held them at arms length, partly because
he was courting the more established political parties and
leaders in Western Europe. Dugin's main role was as an
ideologue, maybe similar to Stephen Bannon mixed with
John Bolton. In that role, he played an important part in
making the early links between the Russian far right and
their ideological counterparts throughout Western Europe.
He also linked up with such Italian fascists as Claudio Mutti
and the late Carlo Terracciano, who were advocates of the
ideas of the fascist Julius Evola.
In France, Dugin linked up with the National Front
(FN) and Marine Le Pen. However, Putin himself kept the
FN at arms' length because he was wooing the mainstream
of French political leaders, including Sarkozy and Hollande.
By 2012, however, when Hollande came down more
decisively in opposition to Putin, the latter started to turn
more clearly to the FN and Le Pen, and Le Pen made a

6 Shekovtsov, p. 163

Putin and Trump: Birds of a feather
series of visits to Sevastopol and to Moscow in 2012, '13
and '14. Much of this connection was made through Putin's
emissary, the chair of the State Duma, Sergey Naryshkin.
Among other things, Naryshkin helped arrange indirect
Russian funding for the National Front.7
In other words, the links became more directly
connected with the Putin regime.
Putin Shifts Position
In 2003, Putin had denounced the idea of “a single
state ideology” as being “a sign of a totalitarian state.” Ten
years later, in 2013, he reversed that position, commenting
that “it is impossible to move forward without spiritual,
cultural and national self-determination.”8 In Russia and in
the European far right, references to “spiritual” and
“cultural” always mean a return to a mythical time when
Europe/Eurasia represented the most advanced cultural and
religious values in the world. Among other things, it means
a return to the days of European domination of the former
colonial world and a return to the religious ideas of the
Catholic and Russian Orthodox churches and
romanticization of actual feudal values.
Russian Orthodox Church
In many societies organized religion plays an
important role in helping far right and sometimes outright
fascist movements and regimes take hold. This was true in
Russia, where Putin turned to the Russian Orthodox Church
in order to establish the “spiritual and cultural” values that
would hold society together. His ideological right-hand man
in this task was Aleksander Dugin. "After the fall of
communism, there was a great abyss..., a void, because
everything began to fall down into the black hole,” Dugin
said. “All the certainties, all the truths, all the things that
were taken for granted in one moment disappeared."9 It was
the Russian Orthodox Church, steeped in Tsarist imperial
aims and feudal traditions, that Dugin proposed as the force
to fill that void, and Putin agreed with him. In 1988, before
the return of capitalism, the church still had a small base,
with 6,000 parishes. By 2018, it was opening 1,000
churches every year and had 36,000 parishes.10 During this
same period, the percent of Russians who identified as

7 “pp. 196-99
8 “
p. 81
9 https://www.aljazeera.com/blogs/europe/2017/10/putintriumph-christianity-russia-171018073916624.html

Russian Orthodox went from 30% to 70%.11
Putin directly backed this expansion of the
Church's power, most famously with his arrest and
prosecution of Pussy Riot for their performance inside the
Cathedral of Christ the Savior in 2012. That performance
was directly aimed at protesting the growing links between
the Church and the Putin regime.
It is not just that the Putin regime has pandered to
religious prejudice; he has made the Russian Orthodox
Church effectively the official church of Russia. Partisans of
other Christian churches such as the Jehovah's Witnesses are
persecuted and can be put in jail for openly preaching their
ideas. Not so for the Russian Orthodox Church
representatives, though.
Official Misogyny and Homophobia
In order to build a base through religious
prejudice and backwardness, the Putin regime has
become officially misogynistic and homophobic.
While making homosexuality a crime, it has
legalized wife beating, except in the case of a
woman who is beaten badly enough to stay in the
hospital overnight. In that case, the “partner” is
fined about equal to receiving a parking ticket.
This is an extremely serious matter, as in 2016 it
is estimated that some 14,000 Russian women
died due to having been beaten by their
“partner”.12

Christian communities there as an excuse. Putin has played
that card. And as with US imperialism's “war on terror”,
Putin and the Russian Orthodox Church have used Islamic
terrorism as the excuse for intervention in Syria.
Just as in the US, where Trump's chatter about
Islamic terrorism has helped him build a base, so has it for
Putin in Russia. This does not mean that such groups as the
Islamic State aren't a totally reactionary force; they are. But
since when have capitalist regimes like those in the US and
Russia ever really opposed reaction and sectarianism? Just
the opposite in fact; they have been all too willing to
encourage these forces when it suited their interests.
The way was being prepared for a renewed redbrown alliance – an
alliance of “red”
socialists and brownshirted fascists.

United States
First and
foremost, the ground
was ripe for this
alliance in the home of
the Number One
imperialist power in
the world: The United
States of America.
For many
Putin with reactionary Russian Orthodox Church
decades, the level of
clericals.
Church Support for Russian
class struggle had been
Imperialism
declining as were the
“President Putin is our leader.... given to
In 2015, after the Putin regime started to
only mass traditional
us by God.”
bomb the people of Syria, the Patriarch of the
organizations in the
Kremlin-connected Russian banker, Konstantin
Church came out in support. He declared that it
US – the unions. This
Malofeev, as quoted by al Jazeera, 10/2017
was a “holy war” against “terrorism”. In other
decline is not only
words, he used just the same language as have the
seen in strike and
Christian fundamentalists and other reactionaries in the US.
union membership statistics; just as important it's seen in
The public information officer for the Church, Vsevolod
membership participation in their unions. This is due to the
Chaplin, went even further. Harkening back to the “glory
stranglehold which the corporate-oriented union leadership
days” of Tsarist Russia, he said that the intervention in Syria
exercises on the unions. They spent three-quarters of a
“corresponds... to the special role that our country has
century driving the radicals and militants underground or
always played in the Middle East.” Putin, too, has played
completely out of the unions. At the same time, they
that Tsarist card, as for example when he compared Crimea
systematically campaigned for the idea that nothing more
to “Russia's Jerusalem” based on the conversion of one of
can be achieved but slowing down the rate at which workers
the first great Slavic princes to Orthodox Christianity back
are driven backwards. They demoralized the membership by
in the Tenth Century.13
taking the side of the bosses in the day-to-day disputes.14
There is a long history of Tsarist Russia
On the left, during the days of the Soviet Union,
intervening in the Middle East and using “protection” of the
the supporters of the ideas of that bureaucracy had
dominated. Among other things, this meant orienting
towards this same union bureaucracy and away from the
10 https://www.economist.com/news/europe/21736187-itrank and file. Internationally, it meant accepting the idea
getting-too-close-kremlin-vladimir-putin-embraces-russian-church
that there is an independent, “progressive” wing of the
11 https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/gymqgb/how-putin-is-using-thecapitalist class in the former colonial world, that real class
orthodox-church-to-build-his-power
struggle does not exist in that part of the world, and that
these countries can become modern, independent countries
12 https://www.aljazeera.com/blogs/europe/2017/10/putin14 See many of the articles here:
triumph-christianity-russia-171018073916624.html
https://oaklandsocialist.com/category/labor/, in
13
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/worldviews/wp/201
particular this pamphlet:
5/10/01/the-christian-zeal-behind-russias-war-in-syria/?
https://oaklandsocialist.com/2013/06/06/what-happened-toutm_term=.5add5eb02089
our-unions/

under capitalism, that it is not necessary to combine the
colonial struggle with the struggle for socialism.
Those on the left who formally opposed the ideas
of the Soviet bureaucracy, the “Trotskyists”, increasingly
oriented towards these apologists for that bureaucracy.
While they formally defended the ideas of Trotsky in
history, in the present they adapted to the ideas of Stalinism.
A change in capitalism of fundamental importance
has helped drive this.
“The Demise of the Nation States”
On April 5, 2018, the London Guardian published
an important article entitled “The Demise of the Nation
States.”15 While the title might be a slight exaggeration, the
point they make is fundamental: The globalization of
production and finance – aided by the development of
computers and the internet – has vastly weakened national
borders and, in fact, the nation state as an institution. The
capitalist class the world over is taking advantage of this to
escape paying taxes, which further weakens the state, and to
drive down wages and working conditions (as well as to
escape environmental regulations). The overwhelming
majority of workers in the industrialized world identify as
belonging to one country/nation-state or another. As a result,
this weakening of the nation state – the globalization of
capitalism as it is called - is creating tremendous confusion

Capitalism and the nation-state
Capitalism created the nation-states in order to expand
markets. At the time, it was a progressive step
compared to what existed before it. Now, with global
production and global markets due to the development
of the forces of production (such as computers), the
world has outgrown the nation states. But capitalism
needs the nation states like a skyscraper needs a solid
foundation. It is one of the bedrocks for its base of
support in society. In other words, this is an
inescapable contradiction of capitalism itself.
Only through a working class socialist
revolution can this contradiction be resolved and a real
world society created based on equality and genuine
democracy. Also, only in this way can the
environmental crisis be resolved.
and insecurity among them.
Tensions and economic crisis are creating massive
violence. According to the article, since 1989, only 5% of
wars have taken place between nations; 955 are internal
wars, often sectarian, racial or ethnic. These wars have
killed some 9 million people. This is further adding to the
dislocation, as many millions more – some 65 million in all
- are forced to flee their native land.
The Syrian war is the new normal!
With the weakening of the working class
movement and of socialism, the response of millions of
workers is to long for the “good old days”. This means a

return to both the days of some sort of economic stability
and for the days when they could identify “their” nation,
“their” country.
The demagogue Donald Trump is an example of
what this has led to, but he's only one such example. Similar
national leaders include Narendra Modi in India, Tayyip
Erdogan in Turkey, and Victor Orban in Hungary. Right
behind them are leaders of such movements as the National
Front (FN) in France, the Northern League (LN) in Italy, the
British National Party, and Alternative for Germany (AfD).
A similar development is taking place in the former
colonial world, where Buddhist monks are leading sectarian
attacks against the Muslim Rohingya minority in Myanmar
and against the Hindu Tamils in Sri Lanka. Similarly, there
is Boko Haram in Nigeria and a whole host of other, similar
groups.
Most relevant and most notorious is the explosion
of intra Islamic violence between the Shia and the Sunni
and, partly out of this, the Islamic State developed. This
outright fascist group is being used by the chauvinist
demagogues Putin and Trump.
Nationalism, “opposition” US imperialism” and
the red brown alliance
During and after WW II, some European fascists
“opposed” US imperialism because they saw it as
competition for European imperialism. Similar to the
founders of the “Holy Alliance”, they saw the United States
as the source of secularism and liberal-democratic capitalist
values. They also believed that the United States was run by
a Jewish conspiracy. Included among these were Georges
Sorel, Charles Maurass, and Jean Thiriart of France. They
later influenced Italian fascism, including Mussolini. In
Germany, a left wing of the Nazis developed around
Strasser.
At times, these made common cause with the
Stalinized Soviet Union, whose bureaucracy had its own
reasons for opposing US imperialism.
While opposition to US imperialism is a “must” for
any real working class movement, never mind socialists,
this “opposition” to US imperialism had nothing positive
about it. All it sought to do was replace US imperialism with
European imperialism. And “opposition” to US imperialism
(in favor of European imperialism) was an important
element of the old fascist movement and its links with the
left. This has been reborn through the supposed opposition
to “globalization”, in other words, to the weakening of the
nation states. This has also become a big theme for the
propagandists of the Putin regime.
AGMR Conference
One example of this is the “Anti-Globalization
Resistance Movement of Russia” (AGMR). The AGMR, in
turn, seems to have links with Dugin through his youth
wing. In December of 2014, the AGMR organized an
international conference entitled “the right of peoples to self
determination.”16 The conference centered around all the

16 For this and the following account, see:
15 https://www.theguardian.com/news/2018/apr/05/demiseof-the-nation-state-rana-dasgupta

http://threewayfight.blogspot.com/2015/02/moscowconference-draws-fascists-neo.html

ideas of the red brown alliance, including for a “multi-polar
forces who were responsible for the sarin gas attack in Khan
world”. The reality of it was shown by the AGMR's links,
Sheikhoun,20 as does US Labor Against the War21.
including fascistic-inclined Bashar Assad, US fascist
What these and similar groups and individuals do
Lyndon LaRouche, and the Italian neo-fascist
is focus on calling for “US
Millenium. Among those attending the conference
out of Syria”. Socialists
was the racist US group the Confederate League of
should oppose US
the South.
capitalism's intervention in
But also attending the conference was the
Syria or anywhere else, but
US's International Action Center, which is an affiliate
this focus in Syria covers
of one of the more prominent “left” groups, the
up for the main criminals
Workers World Party. Also attending was a
there, who are Assad, Putin
representative of United National Antiwar Coalition
and Rouhani. It covers up
(UNAC). Board members of UNAC are nearly a
for the bombings of
who's who of the US “peace” movement, including
schools, hospitals,
long-time “Trotskyist”, Jeff Mackler. Yet none of
residential neighborhoods
these expressed any objection to UNAC attendance at Liberal Congresswoman and Sanders
and public markets. It
supporter Tulsi Gabbard. She and liberal
this conference.
covers up for the mass
Dennis Kucinich visited Syria as guests of
torture and execution of
the fascist SSNP.
“Brexit”
resistors to the Assad
In 2016, a specific issue arose that showed
regime and the ethnic
the crossover, the overlap, between the far right and the
cleansing being carried out by Iran-backed forces. In other
“left”: The vote for Britain to exit the European Union
words, at the very least they are giving political cover to
(“Brexit”). It wasn't only in Britain that much of the “left”
these forces. It leads into the myth that what happened in
supported Brexit; so did they in the US. It was pictured as a
Syria was not a rebellion from below against a neoliberal
vote against global capitalism, which it was in a way, but
thug (Assad) but was all a plot of US imperialism.
what was to replace it was not considered; instead of
It also maintains the myth that the purpose of US
Western European capital, what the vote was for was the
intervention in Syria is “regime change”, rather than to fight
control by British capital instead. (In reality, it's likely that
ISIS.
US capitalism will come to dominate.)17 It was a perfect
All of these groups are relatively marginal right
example of the reactionary yearning for a return to the
now. However, the appointment of John Bolton as Trump's
powerful nation-state which we describe above.
National Security Advisor indicates that a more aggressive
US foreign policy may be coming, including a possible
Syria and the red brown alliance
military attack on Iran. If that happens, then a new “peace”
The intervention of Russian imperialism into Syria
movement will develop, bringing in tens of thousands of
has further strengthened the red-brown alliance. That's
young people. It will be exactly the groups like those
because nearly all of the far right groups and individuals
mentioned above who will be leading such a movement.
also support Assad. That includes France's National Front,
Italy's Northern League, Germany's “Alternative for
Method
Germany (AfD), Greece's outright fascist Golden Dawn,
Equally important, it is a question of method.
and the British National Party. David Duke, formerly of the
Take the issue of Assad's sarin gas attack on
KKK in the US also supports Assad. Some of the Nazis who
residents of Khan Sheikhoun: His regime is the only force in
marched in Charlottesville, VA, in 2017 wore pro-Assad tthe country known to have poison gas stocks. Even he has
shirts and James Field, the man who drove his car into the
admitted that. Significantly, the only areas where poison gas
counter-protester crowd, killing a woman, had pro-Assad
attacks have occurred are those regions not under his
messages on his Facebook page.18
control. And within an hour or so of the sarin gas attack in
Presumably, they would find much in common
Khan Sheikhoun, Assad's air force bombed the hospitals
with the fascist wing of the Assad regime, as represented by
where the victims were being treated. All of that should
the Syrian Social Nationalist Party (SSNP).
have immediately pointed to him as the perpetrator.
But it is not just the far right: The left liberal
Yet after the attacks there were three opposing
Democratic US politicians Tulsi Gabbard and Dennis
scenarios put forward in succession. First was Putin's, then
Kucinich also visited Syria as guests of the SSNP in 201719.
that of MIT professor Theodor Postol and then journalist
Socialist Action, led by Jeff Mackler, gave a platform to
Seymour Hersh's. Each scenario contradicted the previous
open Assad supporter and Putin spokesperson, Eva Bartlett.
one, meaning that the previous one was ruled out.22 Yet the
The IAC has continued the myth that it was not Assad's
pro-Assad “left” enthusiastically adopted each one as it

17 For more on the issue, see:
https://oaklandsocialist.com/?s=Brexit
18 https://www.alaraby.co.uk/english/comment/2017/8/17/
why-nazis-love-bashar-al-assad
19 https://oaklandsocialist.com/2017/02/01/steve-bannontulsi-gabbard-and-syria-social-nationalist-party/

20 http://www.iacboston.org/
21 https://uslaboragainstwar.org/Article/79299/u-s-deploysnaval-strike-groups-for-attacks-on-syria-trains-militants-forfalse-flag-chemical-attacks
22 For details, see: https://oaklandsocialist.com/2018/04/13/
douma-gas-attack-what-is-trump-likely-to-do/

came out, never pausing to think that they were in effect
denying something that just the day before they had
accepted!** And to this day they all ignore the uncontested
fact that Assad's forces bombed the hospital where the
victims were being treated.
But how did it and the other claims gain traction in
the first place? How did the proven liar Eva Bartlett gain
credibility? Or the extreme conspiracy theorists and Assad
supporters Ben Norton and Max Blumenthal? Why is it that
the well known and respected journalist Christopher Hedges
gave a friendly interview to these last two without
thoroughly destroying his reputation on the left? Why has
Glenn Greenwald maintained his reputation while writing
articles covering up for the Assad regime?
Why is it that nearly the entire left is still devoted
to the narrative that US intervention in Syria is another
example of “regime change”, when in fact US capitalism
under both Obama and even more so under Trump has
actively supported Assad and when US forces have focused
on attacking the Islamic State, not Assad's forces?
It is as if they don't even read the newspaper, or if
they do they simply dismiss the news as being “fake”, just
like the Trump supporters do. They cite the President Bush
line about Saddam Hussein's supposed weapons of mass
destruction to prove how the capitalist press lies. In fact,
that issue shows the exact opposite: If it were so easy for the
capitalist press and the US government to simply concoct
stories, then why after the US forces had invaded Iraq did
they not “find” evidence of weapons of mass destruction?
Why did they have to admit that there were none?
With the rise of social media, especially Youtube
and Twitter, it's even harder to simply lie. Video and photos
of the bombings by the forces of Assad and Putin are all
over these two media. Reports of Assad's torture and mass
execution of political prisoners are everywhere. Yet most of
the “peace” movement in the US simply pretends it doesn't
exist.
Importance of theory
Theory is compressed history. And what history
teaches is that the capitalist class in the former colonial
world cannot play an independent role. They must rely on
one imperialist power or another. Nor can they ever produce
stable capitalist democracy. Driven from pillar to post by
the revolutionary potential of their own working class, they
must always suppress that class as well as the peasantry.
That is exactly what is happening in Syria. In the
years leading up to the Arab Spring (2011), Basher Assad
carried out a series of neoliberal “reforms” at the demand of
the World Bank and global capitalism. He privatized what
he could – making sure that he and his cronies reaped
massive profits in the process – and he drove the small
peasants off the land. Any hint of opposition was viciously
repressed.23 Then, when the revolution broke out, he turned
to Russian imperialism and Iranian sub-imperialism to save

** The most recent denialists scenario is that of Seymour
Hersh. His “explanation” has been decisively disproven. See
here for example:
https://www.bellingcat.com/news/mena/2017/11/09/freshevidence-sarin-use-syrian-government-forces-opcw/

his bacon. In no way, shape or form is he and the class he
represents – the Syrian capitalist class – an independent
force. They are simply the representatives of these two
imperialist forces.

Some of the “left” practitioners of the red brown
alliance
The following is a partial list of some of those whose
politics represents the overlap between the far right and
the left. In some cases there is an outright collaboration:
Ajamu Baraka: A supposed campaigner for
peace and democracy and the Green Party candidate for
vice president in 2016, Baraka is a supporter of Assad.
Michael Chossudovsky: Chossudovsky is the
administrator of the extreme conspiracy theory web site
“Global Research”. Unable to see the role of the working
class in any situation, he blames everything on US
imperialism, including the Arab Spring. He associates with
far right wingers like Alex Jones, former LaRouche
supporter William Engdahl, and virulent anti-Semite,
Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mahamad. Yet he also
has credibility among some socialists.
Tulsi Gabbard and Dennis Kucinich: Gabbard
hooked up with Trump when he was first elected to
“advise” him about Syria. Since then, she and Kucinich
traveled to Syria where they were escorted around by the
fascist Syrian Social Nationalist Party. (The SSNP is also
part of the Assad administration.)
Diana Johnstone: Johnstone is a columnist for
the left journal, Counterpunch. She in effect supported
Trump in 2016 as being a peace candidate and has said
that Marine Le Pen is “basically on the left.” Johnstone
has also published on Global Research.
Paul Larudee: A prominent supporter of
Palestinian rights, Larudee is a former supervisor for the
Ford Foundation and a US government advisor to Saudi
Arabia. He is on the board of directors of the pro-Assad
Syria Solidarity (sic) Movement.
Jeff Mackler: A long time peace activist and
socialist, Mackler, as the leader of Socialist Action, gave a
public platform to the Putin spokesperson and Assad
supporter Eva Bartlett. Since that time, he continues to
ignore the crimes against humanity committed in Syria by
the Assad and Putin regimes.
Mother Agnes Marriam of the Cross: It is
questionable whether Marriam can be considered a “left”,
but many on the left associate with her. An ardent defender
of Assad, she is a representative of Mussalaha which, in
turn, is a front for the fascist Syrian Social Nationalist
Party.
Jill Stein: The Green Party candidate for
president in 2016, Stein was responsible for placing
Assadist Baraka on her ticket. She has implied in an
interview that Trump was the peace candidate and she
appeared at the same RT dinner in Moscow that Trump's
former
security
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The process there perfectly fits the theoretical basis
of the Russian Revolution: that in the underdeveloped world
only the working class can provide a way forward, and it
can only do that by overthrowing capitalism. That is
Trotsky’s “theory of permanent (or uninterrupted)
revolution.” Yet even long-time advocates (in the abstract)
of this theory have completely lost their bearings. They
forget the class struggle when it comes to Syria. They think
that Russian and Iranian imperialism, Assad and the Syrian
capitalist class can provide some sort of way forward.
Red Brown Alliance and Stalinism
The days of the red-brown alliance actually started
during the days of Stalin’s rule. Also, during those days,
hundreds of his true believers and their hangers-on
journeyed to their mecca (the Soviet Union) as guests of the
regime and came back with glowing reports on the workers'
paradise that existed there. Today, we have a similar
process, with “peace” activists journeying to Syria as guests
of and under the control of the Assad regime. They, too,
return with reports on how wonderful that regime is.
While the Stalinist rule is over and Russia has
returned to capitalism, much of the ideas and the methods of
Stalinism and that alliance remain.
• We still see the denial of established facts.
• We see the rebirth of the effective denial of the fact
of class struggle in such countries as Syria.
• We see the rebirth of the idea that the capitalist
class and their representatives in such countries can
play an independent role.
• Most important, we see what amounts to a denial
of the experiences and the independent role of the
working class.
International Working Class Solidarity
Today, as a working class resistance to capitalism's
global assault seems like it might be developing,
international working class solidarity is a crying necessity.
That working class resistance can be combined with a
renewed resistance to Trump and what seems like it might
be an even more aggressive foreign policy. But it can only
be done if we give not the slightest hint of support to other
oppressive capitalist regimes.
International working class solidarity is impossible
as long as we cover for the crimes of the likes of Assad and
his right-wing, imperialist backers – Putin and Rouhani.
Opposing them in no way means giving the slightest support
for other imperialist actors in the region, including US,
Israeli, Saudi and Turkish imperialism. It simply recognizes
who are the main criminals in this particular situation.
• Build direct links between workers' struggles
throughout the world!
• For a global minimum living standard and a global
struggle for all workers to achieve that standard!
• Oppose all forms of racism, sectarianism, sexism,
homophobia and division. This includes religious
sectarianism (Christian, Islamic, Jewish, Buddhist,
Hindu). It means opposition to all religious states:
Israel, India, Pakistan, and the developing religious
based state in Russia. It means opposition to the
links between right wing politicians and right wing

Assad's latest sarin gas attack: Support US
intervention?
Assad has carried out another poison gas attack, this time
against the people of Douma. There are reports that many in
Syria are hoping that the US – that is, the Trump
administration – will retaliate. While such hopes from those
suffering under Assad are understandable, we believe they are
mistaken. Here are excerpts from an article from
Oaklandsocialist that explains why:
The widespread confusion about the respective motives
and affiations of the key pfayers in the Syrian confictt, 
from the Americans to the Russians to the Turks and the
Kurdst,  is not surprising. Part of the expfanation is an
entirefy mispfaced refex reaction by sections of the feft of
defence of the Russian gangster regime against US
imperiafismt,  an indefensibfe nostafgic overhang from the
Cofd War days; but it is afso due to the confused and
constantfy shifting situation itseff....
“Regime Change”?
It is a fazy refex defauft position on the feft to
assume that US imperiafism’s prime objective is the
removaf of Assadt,  and that aff reports of atrocities in the
Syrian civif war can be discounted as bfack propagandat, 
fike Saddam’s affeged “weapons of mass destruction”.
Perhaps afso some on the feft have a vague memory of the
sharp turn of Assad senior in the 1970s to state ownership
of the entire economyt,  and are unaware of the current
regime’s switch to whofesafe privatisation. Finaffyt,  the
horrifc antics of the fascist Isfamic State –s so much more
furidfy pubficised than the monstroust,  virtuaffy genocidaf
acts of Assad’s bombing campaigns –s onfy hefped bfur
scrutiny of the true nature of the Syrian government.
The question is now raised of whether or not to caff
for mifitary aid to the Syrian resistance from capitafist
governments. This is especiaffy being pressed due to the
sfaughter being carried out by the forces of Assad and Putin
in E. Ghouta.
In one form or anothert,  this is a question that
arises repeatedfy in aff but those rare and brief periods
when the profetariat is conscious enough and organised
enough to intervene directfy on the historicaf stage.
Of courset,  it is aff too easy to issue pious “Marxist”
pfatitudes from afar whife workers are facing
extermination. Neverthefesst,  it does no harm to start by
restating frst principfes. Imperiafismt,  after afft,  is the
probfemt,  not the sofution. There have been countfess cases
of mifitary interventions from outside which may
initiaffy have appeared to ofer immediate refief to mass
suferingt,  but which actuaffy sofved nothing. It has been
shown again and again that caffs for intervention in focaf
or regionaf conficts by worfd imperiafism (whether under
the fag of the United Nations or otherwiseo have been
mispfaced. There are severaf paraffefs within fiving
memory of mifitary interventions from outside which
initiaffy appeared to provide immediate refief to mass
(continued on next page)

(continued from previous page)
suferingt,  but which sofved nothing and often fed to
more intractabfe forms of oppression.

•

Northern Ireland
When an uprising began on the part of the oppressed
Cathofic minority in Northern Irefand in 1969t,  the
Cathofic popufation initiaffy wefcomed the arrivaf of
British troopst,  expecting them to rescue them and
protect them from Loyafist persecution. It didn’t take
fong before they were bitterfy resisting what soon
turned out to be a hostife occupying army...

•

Cyprus
In Cyprus in 1974t,  fascists foyaf to the Greek mifitary
dictatorship organised a coup and overthrew the
Makarios government. AKEL (the CPo pinned their
hopes on mifitary intervention by the British (which
never materiafisedo and by the Turks. A week fatert,  the
Turks dufy invadedt,  and war broke out. For the fast 44
years the isfand has remained partitionedt,  and there
are stiff thousands of dispfaced refugees....
Syria, Itself
So fart,  US imperiafism has shown no incfination to
seriousfy oppose the Assad regime. Suppose it were to
change course and do so? Suppose it were to intervene
in East Ghouta? What coufd we expect? We have onfy to
fook at the intervention of US imperiafism in Raqqat, 
where it provided air and artiffery support for the
Kurdst,  to hefp them crush the fascistic Isfamic State.
Theret,  even within the frst coupfe of days of the
attackst,  hundreds of civifians were reported kiffed. Any
US imperiafist intervention in East Ghouta in any
signifcant scafe woufd have simifar resufts.
Aftermath
In every one of these casest,  the aftermath of
these interventions –s aff of them initiaffy supported by
some naive feft commentators –s was coupst,  civif warst, 
nationaf oppressiont,  dictatorshipst,  partitiont,  and
demorafisation. Many more cases coufd be quoted of
disastrous interventions by apparentfy “neutraf” forces
in various fashpoints around the worfdt,  among them
the most gfaring exampfe of aff: the massacre in
Srebrenicat,  Bosniat,  under the very eyes of the United
Nations “peacekeepers”.
….The point is thatt,  in aff these casest,  those
forces on the feft which fostered iffusions in imperialist

intervention soon forfeited their claim to political authority.
For full article, see:
https://oaklandsocialist.com/2018/03/20/east-ghoutasupport-us-intervention/

•

religious groups, such as Trump's links with the
Christian fanatics.
For a struggle for democracy, including the rights
for all sexual orientations, the full rights for
women, right to practice whatever religion one
wants or no religion at all, and for full workers'
rights including full union rights, rights to free
speech on the job and right to organize independent
working class political parties.
For the free flow of workers throughout the world
and for full support for political and economic
refugees, including those from Syria and
Afghanistan.
For international working class solidarity in deeds,
not just words, and for socialism!

Some of the victims of Assad’s latest use of poison gas, this
time in Douma. Yes, he did it, just like he did in Khan
Sheikhoun and elsewhere in Syria. This does not mean the
workers movement should support military adventures by US
imperialism, but neither should we cover up for war criminal
Assad (or Putin or Rouhani).

The Arab Spring of 2011 inspired workers the
world over. Now, in Iran, France, Denmark,
Britain and even the US, a new movement may
be breaking out.
The working class and revolutionaries in Syria
can appeal to that new movement – and
especially to workers in Iran and Turkey – to
join forces, fight neoliberalism and
oppression, and together overthrow their
dictatorships and capitalism itself. We here in
the United States can help in that process, but
only if we give our full support to the Syrian
revolution, which means helping expose the
crimes of Assad, Putin and Rouhani.

Other Oaklandsocialist pamphlets:
The New Apartheid: The origins of Zionism and
the rise of the State of Israel
One of the pictures above is of Gaza after the State of Israel got
through with it in 2014; the other is of the results of Assad’s
bombing of Ghouta. Can you tell which is which?

Explains how Zionism originated as an anti-socialist
force and only gained influence due to the world
capitalist crisis and the role of Stalinism.

What Happened to Our Unions?

Demand that the US
admit Syrian
refugees!
This should be an important demand of the
struggle for immigrant rights.

Explains how the decline in the union movement is
related to the role of the union leadership, who are
constantly trying to please the employers and the
Democratic Party.

What is Socialism?

Explains some of the fundamentals of the Marxist view
of capitalism and socialism.

The Environmentalist Manifesto:

Explains how the environmental crisis is a crisis of
capitalism and how the reformist environmental groups
are incapable of really fighting this crisis.
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